GWRRA CHAPTER FL2-F, GULF COAST WINGS
PUNTA GORDA, FL
FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY AND KNOWLEDGE
Jan 4, 2017

SHOW YOUR COLORS!! A lot of the old FL2-F crew are starting to roll into sunny
Florida for the riding season. Our rides have been great, the food good and the old
friendships are being renewed. When I’m riding in two groups of six bikes, our chapter
is pretty impressive in disciplined formation flying down roads off the beaten path.
Nothing looks better on the road or at a stop when we all are wearing our colors and
sporting Royal Blue with the Gold silk-screening. Chapter Gear is available and
affordable. I’m proud of my Chapter and wearing colors is the way we express our
fellowship, unity and pride. Contact Brad Mohr for any FL2-F gear at 571-527-8901 or
mohr.bradley@gmail.com
WELCOME BACK BBQ / SEMINAR: We will be having a Welcome Back BBQ on
January 18 at Deep Creek Park at 10 AM to welcome back all of our northern friends.
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Chips, and all the fixin’s. MMM-Good! Pete Siford and Lori
Gavin , our Assistant Rider Educators will present seminars for Motorist Awareness
and Co-Rider at the BBQ. Most of you need these seminars to maintain your Levels
program. You can sign up by seeing myself, Pete, or Lori or sending us emails letting us
know you want to attend. There is a $5.00 per person donation to attend. You must be
signed up and paid up in advance to attend. We invite all of our friends from other
chapters to attend. Deadline for sign up is the Jan 14th meeting.
ERC (EXPERIENCED RIDER COURSE): We will be providing an ERC on Monday,
January 16 in the parking lot of the United Methodist Church 21075 Quesada in Port
Charlotte. You must make a reservation in advance and provide a $30 reservation
deposit at the time you make the reservation. The reservation deposit will be returned
to you at the end of the class. This class is a requirement for your LEVELS program.
This class will be paid for by Florida Rider Ed through the sale of the raffle tickets.
Thanks to Ray and Claudia Vega for coming over and running this program for us. See

Glen Disbrow or Pete Siford to make your reservation for this class. Deadline for
sign up is the Jan 14th meeting.
CHAPTER PARTICIPATION BENEFITS: Whenever you attend a Chapter Ride,
Function, or Event be sure to collect your Participation Ticket from the Event Leader.
Keep your tickets until the next Chapter Gathering. The Participation Tickets stubs will
be gathered at the Chapter Gathering and a winner will be drawn. The winner will
receive a prize.
CHAPTER SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS ETC. We have a new supplier for our shirts and
gear. We can get a much larger array of cool gear now including sweatshirts. Contact
Brad Mohr for pricing or to make an order.
TRC (Trike Rider Course): We will be providing an TRC on Feb 20 in the parking lot of
the United Methodist Church 21075 Quesada in Port Charlotte. You must make a
reservation in advance and provide a $30 reservation deposit at the time you make the
reservation. The reservation deposit will be returned to you at the end of the class. This
class is a requirement for your LEVELS program. The TRC will have a classroom
portion and a range portion and will run from 10AM to 3 PM. This class will be paid for
by Florida Rider Ed through the sale of the raffle tickets. Thanks to Ray and Claudia
Vega for coming over and running this program for us. See Glen Disbrow or Pete Siford
to make your reservation for this class.
MEDIC FIRST AID /CPR: We will be providing a First Aid/CPR course in a classroom
at the United Methodist Church 21075 Quesada in Port Charlotte starting at 10 Am on
Feb 2. You must make a reservation in advance and provide a $30 reservation deposit
at the time you make the reservation. The reservation deposit will be returned to you at
the end of the class. This class will be paid for by Florida Rider Ed through the sale of
the raffle tickets. Thanks to Denis Tourcotte for teaching this class.
KEY WEST RIDE UPDATE: The 2-nighter ride to Key West is on Jan 30 – 1 Feb 2017.
You will need to make your own hotel reservations. Contact Brad Mohr 571-527-8901
or mohr.bradley@gmail.com for details.
WEB SITE: Our website is http://gwrra-fl2-f.org/ .Please check it out. I have made quite a
few changes to it and…. yes.. it is up to date. You can also see the website for all of our
information, calendar, to see what’s going on, and much more. If you would like to
write an article or a post for the website, or send in some photos from recent rides etc.,
we would be glad to see your content. Please forward it to me and I will get it up on the
website for you.

DISTRICT CHAPTER CONFERENCE: Will be Jan 7-8, 2017 at International
Palms Resort in Orland. We will be coordinating a ride for all who want to
attend. We ask that Chapter Team Members please attend, if possible.
Call 407-351-3500 to book your hotel reservations.
 Hit 0 to talk directly to hotel.
 Rate is $72 per night. Resort fee waived.
 Breakfast vouchers for pre-purchase at $10 including service charge and tax.

ITS YOUR CHAPTER: The season is upon us. We have lots of fun and exciting things
planned for this year but your ideas are always needed and welcome. If you have ideas
for rides or places you would like to go, let us know. Remember, if you don’t contribute,
you don’t get to complain.

ANNUAL FLORIDA DISTRICT RALLY VENUE CHANGE: Due to circumstances
beyond our control, there will be a change in venue for the District Rally in March.
The 38th Annual Florida District Gathering of the Wings, A Tropical Paradise themed
rally, will still be March 23-25th, 2017.
o It is our goal to confirm a new venue prior to the Chapter Conference.
o Continue to send your reservation forms to Geno and Kathie Jette.
o For those of you receiving emails stating your reservations have been moved to
another location for our March rally, CANCEL your hotel reservations.
o We will inform folks as soon as we have a new hotel.
 Dates for both Chapter Conference in January and March Rally remain the same
and should there be any changes to the information above, we will inform you as
quick as we know differently.

We will keep you posted as information becomes available. Note: There will be no
change in the District Chapter Conference scheduled for January 7 & 8.
CHAPTER CHRISTMAS PARTY

Our next Chapter Gathering
will be at Olympia
Restaurant 3245 Tamiami
Trail, Port Charlotte on Jan
14. Breakfast at 8 AM Short
Meeting at 9 AM.Ride to
follow.
RIDE SAFE- RIDE AWARE

WINGTOBERFEST UPDATE: Good news! We have secured a new date
at John Stretch Park for our Rally! It will now be Wingtoberfest in February
on Saturday February 18th, 2017! Please put the date on your calendars
right away! Everything will be the same except no hurricanes and a better chance our
part time residents will be here to share in all the FUN!
WING DING 39: Wing Ding 39 will be held in Grapevine, Texas Aug 27 to Sep 2, 2017.
Go to wing-ding.org/39 for more information.
CHAPTER TEAM MEETING: There will be a Chapter Team meeting Thurs Jan 12 at 7
PM at Glen’s house 1435 Salyers St in Port Charlotte. This meeting is primarily for
Chapter Team members, but all are welcome to attend.
FORT MYERS OPEN RIDES: Tuesday Mornings are FL-G Open Rides.
Everyone is welcome. Meet in the parking lot on the north side of McDonald's,
13741 North Cleveland Ave., North Fort Myers at 9 am.
NIGHT RIDING : from Pete Siford
The night rider faces a different world. The streets are less crowded, the air is cooler,
and the silence is almost deafening. In this environment, the motorcycle becomes more
than mere vehicle ? it is a lifeline, a fellow traveler, an escape pod capable of taking the
rider away from the suffocating grind of the responsibilities revealed in the light of day.
Riding a motorcycle at night does have its advantages, but there are limitations. The
central issue stems from the human eyes and their inability to see well in low-light
situations. People see better when the sun is shining. Thus, at night, the rider has to
worry about both seeing and being seen.
As motorcycle riders are not equipped with aluminum and steel crash cages or crumple
zones, he or she is far more vulnerable than the driver of an automobile. The rider sits
atop a bike, right out in the open, exposed to environment ? the only barrier is the
rider?s apparel and gear. Should a car driver not see a motorcyclist, things can go
wrong very quickly.
The bike rider needs to be visible to all road users at all times. Depending on the model
of motorcycle, there is often little more than a headlight, tail light, and some small
reflectors to alert others of the bike?s presence. At night, with other vehicles around
and lights spread all over urban and suburban streets, this is not enough.
Achieving the important goal of conspicuity is actually rather simple in this modern
age. Motorcycle manufacturers have extensive catalogs of OEM upgrades and the
aftermarket is bursting with parts and accessories of all kinds which can assist in this
task. It is all within reach for any bike rider who has need or want to stay out after dark.
Headlight
Every street legal motorcycle has a headlight; some are great, others need serious help.
Many modern bikes make use of HID lighting, which works quite well and is

significantly better than the standard halogen lights most motorcycles use. Almost
without exception, the old-school lights can be upgraded to provide better lighting.
Doing so will not only allow others on the road to see the bike better, but high-quality
lighting also helps the rider improve his or her vision.
Headlight modulators are useful for the daytime rider, but they are not legal for riding
at night. Thus, the night rider is left with only a few options. The first is upgrading the
bulb used for the headlight to one which is brighter, an inexpensive, simple and quick
exchange. Another path is to upgrade the entire headlight unit either using LEDs or a
full HID lighting conversion, both of which are significant changes that will
dramatically improve the bike?s visibility and the rider?s ability to see. Choose an
upgrade that suits the bike make and model, and be sure the electrical system can
power the new addition.
Tail Light
A motorcycle tail light is often no more than a dual-filament bulb that may also be used
for turn signals if a bike uses them as running lights. They are not very bright, and are
prone to failure. Riding at night with only 12.8 volts of illumination to prevent another
driver from running over bike and rider can be dodgy. Improving rear end visibility is
simple and will result in a significant increase in a rider?s safety margin at all times of
the day.
Many modern bikes use LED tail lights, a far better solution as they are brighter, while
drawing less power, and stand up better to the abuse lights endure on a motorcycle,
thus lasting longer. LED upgrades are available for virtually every bike and are usually
a no-drama install. There are also tail light "flashers" which modulate the brake lights
in a set pattern when the brakes are used; these are not legal everywhere, so check local
statutes before buying. Finally, for some models of bike, additional lights may be
installed which supplement the brake light and leave no doubt to anyone behind the
rider that the bike is stopping.
Indicators/Signals
Turn signals, or indicators as they are sometimes called, are another area where
improvements may be made. At night, communicating an intention to change lanes or
make a turn takes on more importance. Both the rider and other drivers are helped
when there are no surprises and intentions are clear when both have limited visibility.
Many of the same ideas which have been applied to headlights and tail lights work here
too. LED upgrades are popular for the same reasons, and the simple brighter
replacement bulb remains an available change. Supplemental signals are available for
bikes which have the additional real estate on which they may be installed.
Light Bars and Fog/Spot Lights
Lighting the road ahead using a bright headlight works well, and it will suffice for many
riders. However, there are ways to make it even better ? helping the rider to both see

and be seen. A thought usually only considered by cruiser, sport tourer and adventure
riders, accessory front lighting can aid night riding safety.
Light bars are common on cruisers, but can be used on many other styles of
motorcycle. They usually reside very near the bike?s headlight and act as additions to
its purpose. Fog and spot lights are popular with riders of sport touring rigs and
adventure bikes because they lay down light low on the road as well as make the
motorcycle more visible. These can be found mounted to the lower front part of the
frame, to engine guards or on the forks. The major concern with such accessories is
whether the bike?s charging system and battery can handle the extra load; check your
own bike to be sure adding additional current draw will not cause any issues.
Accent Lighting
Accent lighting started within the cruiser and touring community and quickly spread
throughout the industry. It is simply additional lighting which can be located on just
about any surface a motorcycle has free; running along the edges of saddlebags or
outlining a faring, for instance. The aftermarket continues to innovate in this segment
and the available options are so numerous that it can cause confusion.
When choosing accent lights, what a rider selects is up to personal taste for the most
part. It is necessary to ensure that the motorcycle?s electrical system can handle the
extra load, however, so read up to ensure it will work with the bike on which it is to be
installed.
Reflective Accessories
The reflectors with which most stock motorcycles are equipped are usually determined
by law and can only be called generous by people who have never seen them at night.
Reflectors are an important part of nighttime visibility, especially if another road user
is only presented with the side of the bike.
The market has many available options for improving the reflectivity of a motorcycle,
but the most common are the tried, true and simple plastic reflectors. Should there not
be any more room on the bike for those, turn to the wheels and add some reflective
tape. The tape will not only make the motorcycle more visible, it will also add a neat
aesthetic element for night riding.
__________________________________________________________
Mirrors
Mirrors are all about seeing. There is little that a mirror can do to help you be seen.
Riding at night is a two-way street and the rider needs to be able to see other road users
so he or she can avoid running into or being hit by them ? whether the other driver sees
the bike or not, this is absolutely necessary.
Most motorcycles come equipped from the factory with good mirrors, but not all and a
rider can always do better. Legal concerns aside (laws vary greatly from region to
region), having at least one good, rear-facing mirror is a minimum for night riding.
Select one which not only matches the style or purpose of the bike, but one which also
allows a complete, unobstructed view of traffic behind.

Windscreens
Windscreens, like mirrors, are more for the rider being able to see at night. Smoked or
tinted versions limit the amount of light which can get past them and to the rider?s
eyes. Thus, having a clear windscreen is the best way to go if plans call for riding in the
dark.
Some models of motorcycle will come from the factory with a windshield, and most are
clear. However, if yours was equipped with a tinted shield, switching it out to a clear
windshield for night riding is highly recommended. An extra windshield to change out
depending on the conditions will work just as well as a permanent replacement,
provided the process is quick and easy and the rider has somewhere safe to store the
additional shield when not in use. For bikes which did not come with a windscreen,
there are a multitude of aftermarket windshields available. Ensure that a windshield
which will be used for night riding is clear, scratch-free and
Final Thoughts
Many motorcycle riders know all too well that riding in the darkness of night is more
risky than riding in the sunlight of day. Not only does the night rider have to deal with
the absence of the light, but he or she must also deal with sleepy, distracted and
sometimes intoxicated drivers. All of this only serves to increase the need for a wider
margin of safety, and the best way to achieve that is to be as visible as possible.
Of course, the standard maxims which are employed in any sub-standard conditions
apply here ? slow down, maintain larger following distances, use aggressive visual
scanning techniques, and make sure to wear weather-appropriate, bright and reflective
riding apparel. Taking that advice and adding some of the suggestions made here will
go a very long way towards keeping any rider on the roads at night a fair bit safer.
The night rider must both see and be seen by those using the roads, and what is
presented here is but one part to that. As long as the rider does everything possible to
make it impossible to NOT be seen, riding at night will be much less dangerous.
RESCUE TOWING AND EMERGENCY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE – As a paid Member
of GWRRA, you receive FREE 24- hour/7-days-a-week towing up to 35 miles per
disablement and roadside assistance for your motorcycle or any motorcycle you are
riding, including as a passenger. If you have a Family membership, your registered
household family members are covered too. You can also upgrade to RESCUE PLUS for
$35 per year which includes your car, truck, motorcycle trailer up to 100 miles.
CHECK THAT FIRST AID KIT: It is important to check your first aid kit on a regular
basis, usually four times a year. Medications expire, so you may need to replace old
ones. If you keep a flashlight with your kit, ensure the batteries are still working. Lastly,
you may need to replenish supplies that you've used in the past, so make sure that
more common treatments, such as medications, bandages, and ice packs, are always
available

CLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale: 1997 SE new tires, brakes,rear wheel and timing belts. $3,300 obo. Call Dale
Haken 231-557-9765

2002 GL 1800 FOR SALE
2002 Honda GL1800 Goldwing, 60,000 miles, color is Pearl Sunburst Orange,
highly noticeable amount heavy traffic. It's equipped with the best suspension on the
market "TRAXXION DYNAMICS" both front forks and rear shock. Steering head
bearings and front wheel bearings have been replaced with "All Balls" pin bearings to
eliminate the Goldwing front end wobble. LED lighting on front fairing and rear saddle
bags including "Hyper-Lites" and "Skene Design Intelligent Light" rear light bar. You
will be noticed on this bike day and night. New Bridgestone rear tire, front tire 3/32
above wear bar, running Dyna-Beads on both tires for continuous balancing. All fluids
flushed and replaced around 58,000 miles, maintenance receipts available. Custom
orange alligator and brown leather touring seat, one of a kind and comfortable. Many
chrome items, some original that should be replaced other need some good elbow
grease to bring back their luster. Included with bike is the J&S Floor Jack, TitanBulldog Wheel Choke, battery tender, expandable rear travel pack, ride-off center

stand, blue tooth headsets, an extra seat by Corbin and many other items. Come see it
to believe the outstanding condition of this 2002 Goldwing. You can reach me by
email: stanleynwesley@comcast.net, phone or text: 941-214-0345. Asking price
$13,500

OPEN ROAD OUTFITTERS

GUESTS: Guests are welcome on our rides and events, we encourage that. How else could
you decide if you want to continue to participate? You can join by contacting me, printing out the
form on the website and mailing it in or going to www.gwrra.org. You don’t have to own a Gold Wing
to belong.

CHANGES TO WEEKLY RIDES: Changes to the weekly rides may happen from time
to time due to a great number of different factors. Check the website for the most up to date
information

CONTACT INFO: Your Chapter Directors are Glen & Edee Disbrow. Email is
glen.disbrow@gmail.com and phone is 206-396-0848. My address is PO Box 380571
Murdock, Fl 33938.
You are receiving this email because you have expressed interest in receiving information from and
about GWRRA Chapter FL2-F Gulf Coast Wings. If you wish to be removed from the email list send
an email to glen.disbrow@gmail.com and write “Remove Me” in the subject line and I will remove
your name from the email list. Your email address is used only for Chapter business and is not given
to anyone else for any reason

WHATS GOING ON.

Come on your bike, come on your trike, come in your car.. we don’t
care, just be there, it’s you we want to see.
Saturday Ride. *Saturday Jan 7 * - Ride to Orange Box in Frostproof . We will meet
behind the McDonalds parking lot at the Peachland Promenade Shopping Center 24133
Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Meet at 9:30 AM Ride leaves at 10 AM.
Saturday Jan 7 & Jan 8: Chapter Conference at Intl Palms Resort in Orlando
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday Jan 11* -Ride to Goodson’s near Balm. We will meet
behind the McDonalds parking lot at the Peachland Promenade Shopping Center 24133
Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Meet at 9:30 AM Ride leaves at 10 AM.
Chapter Gathering: *Saturday Jan 14* at Olympia Restaurant 3245 Tamiami Trail Port
Charlotte. Social Breakfast at 8 AM, Short update meeting at 9 AM. Special Speaker
will be there.
After Meeting Ride * Saturday Jan 14 *: Meet in the parking lot of the Olympia
Restaurant after the meeting for a ride to Master’z Steak House in Wauchula.
ERC. *Monday Jan 16* -ERC in the parking lot of United Methodist Church 21075
Quesada Port Charlotte. See article above for details.
Welcome Back BBQ: *Wednesday Jan 18*at Deep Creek Park – See above article for
details.

